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Fiber & construction

Fiber: Jute and wool

Construction: Hand woven flat weave

End finish: Natural jute turnover

Height:  3/8" (9 mm)

Drift

Colors & codes

Natural & Black

NK-DRI-NT/BK

Metric 

0.8 x 1.8 m

0.9 x 2.45 m

Imperial

2'7" x 6'

3' x 8'

Composition

60% Jute & 40% Wool Weft / 100% Jute Warp

Areas of use

Bedroom

Hallway

Kitchen

Laundry / Mudroom

Entryway

Bathroom

Suitability

Indoor

Residential

Light commercial project

 

Care instructions — Vacuum your rug regularly as 

shedding of loose fibers will occur with a new rug (do not 

use a rotating or brush head on the vacuum cleaner).

Promptly clean spills by blotting with a clean, undyed 

cloth. Do not dry clean or use harsh chemicals that could 

damage or fade your rug. Never fold your rug for storage 

or keep in an airtight bag. Avoid direct or continuous 

exposure to sunlight and rotate your rug to promote even 

wear. Professional cleaning is recommended on occasion 

to ensure the long life of your rug.

Please refer to our website for more information: 

armadillo-co.com

Pop-ups — Due to the nature of weaving, there will be 

short fibers popping up while the rug settles. These can 

be trimmed by hand with household scissors.

Stock rugs — From time to time a product will be out of 

stock. Armadillo will endeavour to ensure items are back 

in stock within 4 – 6 weeks.

Underlay/Rug pads — We recommend using an underlay/

rug pad with all of our products.

Sizing — Due to our rugs being a handmade product, 

a 3% size variation is possible. Variations in pile height 

and total thickness of 1/32" - 1/8" (1-3 mm) are considered 

acceptable.

Color — Every effort is made to ensure there is minimal 

color variation, however some can be expected as our 

rugs are made primarily from natural fibers. Placing 

rugs in direct and continuous sunlight will cause them to 

fade and is not a manufacturing fault. Please note that 

the colors are indicative only and true colors are best 

matched to the samples before ordering.

Shedding — Natural fiber rugs will initially shed loose 

fibers, which can be hastened by regular vacuuming.

Notes

Handmade in India under Fair Trade standards. 

Size code

-8

-7


